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Regime of increased readiness declared in Moscow due to coronavirus Sobyanin's decree (Part 2)
MOSCOW. March 5 (Interfax) - Moscow Mayor Sergei Sobyanin has signed a decree
declaring the regime of elevated readiness due to a threat of the novel coronavirus infection
spread in Moscow.
"To declare the regime of increased readiness in the city of Moscow," the text of the decree
published on the Moscow Mayor's Office website on Thursday said.
The Moscow mayor's decree compels people, who visited those territories, where novel
coronavirus infection cases are registered, to inform of their return to Russia, and of the
place, dates of their stay in these territories, as well as their contact information on the
hotline: +7(495) 870-45-09.
When people experience new respiratory viral infection symptoms, they must immediately
seek medical attention from their homes without visiting medical institutions.
People who arrived from China, South Korea, Italy, Iran, France, Germany, Spain and from
other countries, where the unfavorable coronavirus situation is observed, must provide for
their self-isolation at home for 14 days starting from the day of their return to Russia,
according to the Moscow mayor's decree.
All of the Moscow employers must provide for body temperature measurements on their
employees at their workplaces and must prevent them from staying in their offices with a
high temperature.
Sobyanin tasked the Moscow Healthcare Department with organizing the operation of
medical institutions with the priority of providing medical aid at home "to patients in fever
with respiratory viral symptoms who visited the countries with the unfavorable coronavirus
situation, as well as to patients older than 60 years."
In line with the Moscow mayor's decree, Deputy Mayor for urban planning policy and
construction Andrei Bochkaryov is tasked with working on the creation of an infectious
disease treatment facility using quickly erectable structures.
Sobyanin also ordered placing the headquarters for the prevention of import and spread of
the infection on the round-the-clock mode of operation.
The Moscow mayor put the situation surrounding the declaration of the regime of increased
readiness in Moscow due to coronavirus under his personal control.

